Airtime is Now

The Hospitality Movie Streaming Solution

Contact us now for more information
e: info@airtime.cloud t: +44 (0)1892 893 180
www.airtime.cloud

The Movie Streaming Solution for your Hotel

e: info@airtime.cloud
t: +44 (0)1892 893 180

Commercial models available
1. Guest Entertainment Package
No ongoing operational cost to the hotel for the Airtime service
The guest pays as they play the content via a secure payment gateway
Packages included:
Premium movies
Disney movies

Current movies
TV features

Library movies
Adult content

Classic movies

*Adult content can be removed from the package at the request of the hotel

Cost for hotel:
One-off administration fee

Airtime offers advantages over traditional video
on-demand systems and consumer streaming services:

2. Guest Entertainment Plus Package
Over 200 ﬁlms and TV features are offered to the guest as part of their stay
Premium (c. 12-15 titles) and adult* movies remain chargeable

Removes the capital expense of installation at the hotel

Choose from the following packages:

Movies and shows available before consumer streaming platforms

Hollywood package (minimum base package)
+ Disney package
+ TV Features package

No PMS interface or guest subscription required
Content delivered via a cloud-based streaming solution
Wide catalogue of content from leading Hollywood studios and Sky Vision
Airtime is currently available on the following SMART hospitality TVs:

Tizen Models supported
EE Range (590/690/694*/890)
ED Range (590/690/790/890)
EC Range (690/790/890)

HFL Range (6014/5014)
HFL Range (5011/7011)
2017 Smart TV Models
powered by

*DOCSIS 3.0 Television

www.airtime.cloud

LV Range (661H/761H)
UV Range (661H/761H)
EW Range (961H/960H)
LG STB-5500

*Adult content can be added to the package

Content timeline
Content
type

Age from
Description
release window

Premium

0 - c. 3 months

Latest release movies before they are available on subscription services

Current

c. 3 - 12 months

Movies available in the domestic release window

Library

>1 - 10 years

The best movies from the last decade

Classic

>10 years

Timeless titles

TV Features

Variable

Compelling collection offering a great alternative to Hollywood viewing

Disney

Variable

Latest and popular movies including Star Wars and Marvel

Adult

0 - 48 months

Adult material from Playboy TV intended for mature audiences
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